where j = 2Z?=i b f and where the sum is taken over all nonnegative integers bi for which 3. The formula for the interpolatory polynomial. Let P(t)/Q(t) be a proper rational function and let Q(t) have a zero of multiplicity p at z t . Let
Then it is easy to show that Then U n , k = ^Z)X(O).
The B n (l; g x , ••• , g n ) were studied by Bell [1] . (See also Schlomilch [11, p. 4] .) An explicit formula for B n is This result is the key to the solution of the Lagrange-Hermite interpolation problem. It permits us to write the interpolatory polynomial as a linear combination of the 2// m) . Let (3.2) We calculate the contribution to P n>P (t) due to rc» and then sum on i. We have Using we obtain, after some manipulation, Using (3.5) and adding the contributions from all the Xi, we obtain as a solution to our problem = L< (i) (;r.), •f/,. 4 (L , ,---,L ( '-* +1) ).
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p-i ml E ii-^ RSixdDt'Rrtxi) + p(t).R'iziWBrixi) = £ (-l)*JfeIC(p + * -1, h)Uv,k{L\ • • • , L (y - A+1) ).
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Observe that E p j, m may be obtained from the polynomial E Piit o by truncating the highest m terms. Hence for each p, P n , p (t) may be easily obtained from E p = E Pii _o. The first five E p are E x = 1, 3 ],
As far as calculation with these formulas is concerned, observe that
Ri{Xi)
The Ri i}) (xi), j ^ 0, may be obtained from w(t) by repeated synthetic division.
4. Some applications. The interpolation formula may be used to generalize the Cauchy relations, n = ^x/Li(t), j = 0, 1, ... ,n.
Corresponding to the case j = 0, we have the following generalization. Since the leading coefficient of t on the right side of (4.1) vanishes, 
